LDS

Leadership and Service

LDS 101 Introduction to Stony Brook
A course intended to integrate students into the Undergraduate College of Leadership and Service and into the University community by providing information about Stony Brook and a forum for discussion of values, intellectual and social development, and personal as well as institutional expectations. Not for credit in addition to ACH 101, GLS 101, HDV 101, ITS 101, SSO 101, SBU 101, LHD 101, and LSE 101.
1 credit, S/U grading

LDS 102 Undergraduate College Seminar: Leadership and Service
A seminar for all first-year students in the Undergraduate College of Leadership and Service. Seminar topics vary annually by section and cover a variety of subjects under the general scope of Leadership and Service.
Prerequisite: Admission to the LDS Undergraduate College
1 credit, ABC/U grading